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Cellular agriculture, the manufacturing of animal-sourced foods by cell cultures, may

promote food security by providing a food source that is available, accessible, utilized,

and stable. The extent to which cellular agriculture can promote food security, however,

will depend in part on the supply system by which it produces food. Many cellular

agriculture companies appear poised to follow a centralized supply system, in which

production is concentrated within a small number of large plants and products are

distributed over a wide area. This model benefits from economies of scale, but has

several weaknesses to food security. By being built of a handful of plants with products

distributed by a large transportation network, the centralized model is vulnerable to

closures, as became clear for animal-sourced centralized system during the COVID-19

pandemic. Cellular agriculture systems are being built now; therefore, alternative supply

system models of decentralized and distributed systems should be considered as the

systems of cellular agriculture production are established. This paper defines both

the requirements of food security and three possible supply system models that

cellular agriculture could take and evaluates each model based on the requirements of

food security.
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INTRODUCTION

The Food Security Challenges Addressed by Cellular Agriculture
Cellular agriculture, the manufacturing of animal-sourced foods by cell culture, has garnered
increased interest in the past decade as an alternative to the animal-sourced meat, seafood, dairy,
and egg industries. The field can be divided into two subfields: cultured meat, cellular products
made of cultured animal cells, and precision fermentation products, acellular products such as
milk protein isolated from microbial cultures engineered specifically to produce these products
(Mendly-Zambo et al., 2021). Most support for cellular agriculture has come from the potential
benefits that culturing animal products could have to animal welfare, sustainability, and reduced
need for antibiotics; however, as a new food source, widely adopted cellular agriculture may also
improve global food security (Painter et al., 2020).

Global food security requires that food to be accessible, available, utilized, and stable for all
people. These requirements may be promoted by cellular agriculture with proper consideration
during the establishment of the field.
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First, production by cellular agriculture circumvents some
of the most dangerous pathways for disease in human history.
COVID-19 is just the latest zoonotic disease pandemic, including
the 1918 influenza and H1N1 swine flu, to originate from hunted
or farmed animals (Graham et al., 2008; Tomley and Shirley,
2009; Worobey et al., 2014). These animals also generate a large
amount of biowaste (manure, blood, pus, mucus) on which
pathogens such as E. coli, salmonella, and viruses can survive
for months and contaminate water sources and meat (Gerba
and Smith, 2005; Sapkota et al., 2007; BC Cook Articulation
Committee, 2015). In contrast, cellular agriculture produces
isolated products from cultures within a bioreactor, such that
there would be minimum biowaste and any infection would be
quickly identified and discarded by producers (Stacey, 2011).

Second, cellular agriculture could be more resilient to supply
chain disruptions than animal-sourced industries, providing food
without requiring the timely transport of animals. A hog needs to
grow 5–10months before it reaches peak weight and composition
(Ziegler, 1991), and because animals have strict timelines where
they must be shipped to slaughterhouses while they are the
ideal size, disruptions in the supply chain cause them to quickly
lose viability and become a burden to farmers (Ijaz et al., 2021;
U.S. Department of Agriculture, 2021). In comparison, cellular
agriculture bioreactor designs predict that batches will reach
their final growth (cell density) in a matter of weeks, allowing
quick adaptation to changes in demand or disruptions in the
supply system (Allan et al., 2019). Long-lasting inputs like dried
media and cryopreservation of cell stocks could be stored as
stable backup.

Third, cellular agriculture could provide culturally important
and nutritious animal products. Many culturally relevant and
nutritious meats are expensive because the demand exceeds the
available supply, such as octopus or salmon, or their production
requires additional processing, such as skinless chicken. A 2013
Harvard study of 10 high-income countries found that the
healthiest meats/proteins are about $0.29 more expensive per
day per 2,000 kcal diet than the least healthy proteins (Rao
et al., 2013). In contrast, co-culturing of fat and muscle cells has
been difficult for cellular agriculture, suggesting that lean meats
may be cheaper and more readily available than fatty cuts (Post
et al., 2020). Some cultured meats could even have enhanced
nutrition compared to their animal-sourced counterparts (Simsa
et al., 2019). Cultured meat can also raise the supply of culturally
relevant but expensive foods, as could be the case for a cultured
meat company’s recent partnership with a Wagyu beef producer
(Just Inc., 2018). In sum, cellular agriculture could make food
more resilient and safer, and make culturally relevant food
more accessible.

In other regards, however, the degree to which cellular
agriculture can promote food security will be determined in part
by which of the three supply systems that cell ag companies may
adapt: centralized, decentralized, or distributed.

The Benefits of Cellular Agriculture to Food
Security Will Depend on the Supply System
As cell ag moves to realization, the desire to reduce costs
by scaling up may inevitably lead to centralized production.
The large amount of venture capital investments in cellular

agriculture will especially encourage companies to maximize
profits by scaling up, potentially at the cost of ignoring other
values including food security (Mouat and Prince, 2018; Van
Eenennaam, 2019). Centralized meat supply systems have been
revealed in recent memory to be both susceptible to and
exacerbate public health crises related to food.

The COVID-19 pandemic highlighted the vulnerability
of centralized food production. In March 2020, the WHO
formally declared COVID-19 a pandemic, and centralized meat
production was hit hard by outbreaks in processing plants.
Meat production had centralized in recent decades such that
36 plants processed more than 88% of all cattle slaughtered
in the US (MacDonald et al., 2000; Lombardo, 2020; National
Agricultural Statistics Service, 2020). During the pandemic, meat
processing plants quickly became major hotspots for COVID-19,
forcing 57 plants to shut down by 3 months into the pandemic
(McCarthy and Danley, 2020). The USDA estimated that, as
COVID-19 caused plants to reduce operations or shut down,
total beef production in April 2020 was 20% lower, and both
total pork and total turkey production were 10% lower than
in April 2019 (Johansson, 2020). With processing plants closed,
farmers were forced to depopulate their herds while consumers
faced shortages and price increases. The U.S. Consumer Price
Index for food rose sharply by 2.56% in June 2020 compared to
March 2020, led by a sharp 9.28% rise in the Consumer Price
Index for meats, poultry, fish, and eggs over the same period
(Johansson, 2020; U.S. Department of Labor and Bureau of Labor
Statistics, 2020). During the early months of the COVID-19
pandemic, centralized meat production struggled to keep food
physically and economically accessible. As cellular agriculture
systems become established and seek to promote food security,
it will be important to consider whether they should use similarly
centralized production.

The purpose of this review is not to be prescriptive of
one system model over others. There are advantages and
disadvantages of each model as they relate specifically to food
security. But with the recent memory of centralized system
disruptions and the promise of cellular agriculture to promote
food security, it is important to be aware of the possible
supply system models that cellular agriculture may take. Before
discussing the possible options, however, we must define the
requirements of food security.

FOOD SECURITY

Defining Requirements of Food Security
In 2012, the FAO’s Committee on World Food Security
defined the concept of food security (Food and Agricultural
Organization, 2012) as the following:

Food security exists when all people, at all times, have physical,

social and economic access to sufficient, safe and nutritious food

that meets their dietary needs and food preferences for an active

and healthy life.

This definition is broken into four pillars, as shown in Figure 1,
to evaluate how cellular agriculture systems could promote food
security: availability, access, utilization, and stability. Availability
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FIGURE 1 | Food security requires that food be safe, sustainably and

equitably accessible, and utilized by all people to meet their dietary needs and

food preferences. In regards to cellular agriculture, these requirements can be

broken into the elements used in section Supply System Models: Centralized,

Decentralized, and Distributed to evaluate the potential supply systems of

cellular agriculture.

requires that there is a national supply of food of sufficient
quantity and quality. It is determined by domestic food
production, food stocks, net trade and food aid. Access requires
that individuals have adequate physical and economic access to
food, as an adequate national supply of food does not guarantee
that individuals are able to acquire food. It is determined by
incomes, food prices, and transport infrastructure that can reach
all individuals. Utilization requires that individuals are able to
acquire adequate nutrition from available and accessible food. It
is determined by consumer acceptance and proper use of food,
food safety, and food nutrient composition. Stability requires
that the three preceding pillars are continuously maintained. It is
determined by stable political, economic, and climate conditions,
as well as resiliency of food supply and access during crisis. For
food security to be achieved, all four pillars must be fulfilled
(Food and Agricultural Organization, EC - FAO Food Security
Programme, 2008; Charlton, 2016).

Defining Food Security Challenges for
Cellular Agriculture Regardless of Supply
System
Though cellular agriculture addresses some of the food security
challenges of conventional meat production (as discussed in
section The Food Security Challenges Addressed by Cellular
Agriculture), it comes with new challenges as well. The new
questions that cellular agriculture poses in each pillar of food
security are discussed below.

Availability
Cellular agriculture does not yet produce a significant amount
of food, and there remains uncertainty on what amount of
food could be possible to produce. Recent techno-economic
analyses of cultured meat production have estimated different
potential costs per kilogram ranging by several orders of
magnitude (Humbird, 2020; Risner et al., 2021; Vergeer et al.,
2021; Zhang and Dullaghan, 2021). Animal cell cultures also
have several technical challenges and biological limits that
affect the maximum possible cell density and bioreactor size.
This may limit the amount of food it is feasible to produce
from animal cell cultures, and therefore the extent to which
cultured meat may contribute to food supply (Humbird, 2020;
Risner et al., 2021; Vergeer et al., 2021). Several microbial cell
culture technologies, however, have been previously scaled to
extremely large production volumes (e.g., fuel ethanol, baker’s
yeast, lysine for animal feed, wastewater treatment) (Humbird,
2020). Research on precision fermentation is limited, but if
precision fermentation is able to follow these technologies, it
could become a significant contribution to food supply.

Access
Cellular agriculture production is currently prohibitively
expensive for widespread consumer access. It remains to be seen
if prices of cultured meat can become economically comparable
to conventional meat; many of the cost estimates for cultured
meat would leave these products out of reach for consumers. To
make cultured meat economically comparable to conventional
meat, it is predicted that there will need to be significant
technological improvements including more efficient use of
media by cells, cost reductions in media ingredients, reduced
capital costs, increased maximum cell density and volume,
and reduced production run time (Humbird, 2020; Risner
et al., 2021; Vergeer et al., 2021; Zhang and Dullaghan, 2021).
Research on the accessibility of precision fermentation products
is again limited.

Utilization
Cellular agriculture may not meet the preferences of all
consumers. Numerous studies have noted that some consumers
are reluctant to eat cellular agriculture products due to perceived
unnaturalness that evokes disgust. As a new method of food
production reliant on biotechnology, cellular agriculture will
have to gain the familiarity and acceptance of consumers (Bryant
and Barnett, 2018; Bryant et al., 2019; Siegrist and Hartmann,
2020).

As cellular agriculture is a novel food production method,
there are potential biological hazards in adventitious agents and
product safety, another aspect of food utilization, that need to be
addressed before regulatory approval. The foodborne pathogens
introduced by enteric waste during slaughter would not exist
in cultured tissue harvested from a lab (Ong et al., 2021).
Cellular agriculture may use antibiotics to prevent undesired
bacterial or fungal growth, depending on the scale of production,
which would require further scrutiny for downstream food
and environmental safety. Though it is likely that several of
the foodborne pathogens introduced into animal-sourced meat
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would not exist in cultured meat, pathogens may enter the
cultured meat production process through novel routes. In
the case that pathogens do manage to contaminate and not
kill the culture, they could pose a safety risk requiring new
assessment (Ong et al., 2021). Both the initially sourced primary
cells and the cells in the final product of cultured meat may
undergo PCR, PERT, or immune-based assays in order to test
for adventitious agents and STR profiling or COI gene assays
to validate the cells’ identity (Zoon, 1993; European Medicines
Agency, 1998; Food and Drug Administration, 2006; Food Drug
Administration, 2010; Komitopoulou, 2011; Gombold et al.,
2014; Barone et al., 2020). The target product must also be
approved as safe. One review has suggested that, given the great
number of cell multiplications taking place in culturing meat,
some dysregulation of cell lines is likely to occur as happens in
cancer cells, which could have unknown effects on consumer
health (Chriki andHocquette, 2020). In addition, though genome
modification is not required for cultured meat production, it
could be used to improve process or product characteristics,
and resulting novel cell lines will need to be confirmed safe
for consumption (European Food Safety Authority, 2008; World
Health Organization, 2008).

Contamination of the end product by process residuals
such as scaffolding or growth factors may also be a new
challenge for cellular agriculture. At early stages in production,
cells may be in contact with recombinant proteins or small
molecules to assist growth and differentiation. Cultured cells
may also produce substances at higher levels than in an
intact animal. Companies may remove these inputs from the
final product and then use residue testing to identify whether
contaminants are left, and allergenicity testing to identify
potential new allergens (European Food Safety Authority, 2014;
Food Safety Inspection Service, 2014; Mazzucchelli et al., 2018;
Ong et al., 2021). Existing safety regulations surrounding the
use of culture inputs and genome modification and the presence
of allergens will also have to be adapted to the industry to
ensure that the food produced by cellular agriculture is safe
for consumption.

Stability
The dependence of cellular agriculture on a continuous
energy supply could be detrimental to resilient production
and sustainability, both important factors in the stability of
food security. In regions where electricity is not readily or
constantly available, cellular agriculture would not be possible
given current cell culture technology, which requires a high
level of environmental control. Depending on the duration of a
disruption to electricity such as a natural disaster or accident,
active cell cultures may be lost along with any inputs that
are not shelf-stable. Different life cycle assessments have also
found that cultured meat would have a greenhouse gas impact
comparable to conventional meat (Tuomisto, 2019). If cultured
meat contributes to climate change, the resulting increase of
natural disasters, adverse farming conditions, and geopolitical
conflict could negatively affect the security of not just cultured
meat, but food security as a whole (Food and Agricultural
Organization, 2008). Cellular agriculture must therefore adopt

FIGURE 2 | Visual summary of the three supply systems: (A) Centralized, (B)

Decentralized, and (C) Distributed Supply Systems.

solutions for energy efficiency and clean, secure energy sources
in order to positively affect food security.

For similar reasons of resilient access and sustainability, the
inputs required for cellular agriculture will need to be recyclable
or be resiliently sourced. Cellular agriculture production requires
input of cell lines, cell media, and scaffolding. For cellular
agriculture to ensure food access at all times, these inputs must
be kept readily available, affordable, and functional. Several
potential solutions will need to be explored further, including
shelf-stable inputs, input recycling processes, and open-access
databases to support and disseminate the design of locally-
crafted inputs.

Supply System Models: Centralized,
Decentralized, and Distributed
Several requirements of food security are influenced by the
model of system used to supply food. The following supply
systems describe how a consumer product is made and
delivered, from procurement of raw materials to distribution
of the final product to consumers (Council of Supply Chain
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Management Professionals, 2013). Different system models may
better promote food stability compared to others by being
more resilient to disruption and contributing less to risks like
climate change and biothreats that endanger food access. The
system models also differ in how well they may promote food
availability and access by making cellular agriculture production
and products more or less economically feasible or reliant on
large transportation networks. Finally, the model of system
will affect the extent of food utilization, especially adoption
by consumers.

The three main supply system models may be categorized
as centralized, decentralized, and distributed (visualized in
Figure 2). Centralized systems can be defined by a small number
of large facilities producing all supply; decentralized systems
can be defined by a larger number of small facilities producing
supply; distributed systems can be defined by each household
producing their own supply (Baran, 1964; Council of Supply
ChainManagement Professionals, 2013). In this section, the three
models as applied to cellular agriculture are evaluated based on
the pillars of food security, with results summarized in Table 1.

Centralized Plants
Centralized supply systems are the current norm of many
industries and benefit from economies of scale with a dependency
on cheap global transportation. The model can be defined as
having a small number of very large production plants that
satisfy the whole demand in the country and possibly overseas
via exports (Baran, 1964; Almena et al., 2019). This introduces a
large, complex supply chain.

For cellular agriculture, a centralized supply system would
involve a small number of large plants that culture and
process food, supplied by a network of input suppliers and
distributed to another network of transporters to retailers and
restaurants. Each plant would contain industrial bioreactors
(2,000 to 10,000 L working volume) where cells proliferate,
differentiate, and mature; extraction and harvesting equipment;
and lines from which harvested tissue is chopped, dried, flavored,
texturized, packaged and labeled as necessary (Food and Drug
Administration, 2004).

Availability
Centralized systems in general benefit from the ability to follow
cheap labor costs andmaximize technological economies of scale.

TABLE 1 | Overview of how potential cellular agriculture systems compare relative

to each other on elements of food security.

Centralized Decentralized Distributed

Availability High Medium Poor

Access High Medium High

Utilization Poor acceptance, High

safety

Medium acceptance,

Medium safety

High acceptance,

Poor safety

Stability Ambiguous

sustainability,

Poor resiliency

Ambiguous

sustainability,

High resiliency

Ambiguous

sustainability,

High resiliency

The location of centralized production plants can be selected
by the cost of labor and taxes in the region, and how local
laws are otherwise conducive to their business (Matt et al.,
2015; Almena et al., 2019). Large plants allow companies to
buy inputs in bulk, which often have discounts in per unit cost.
Additionally, centralized plants can use concentrated investment
in specialized machinery that would be too costly for smaller
plants (Gervais et al., 2008; Harrison et al., 2018; Almena et al.,
2019). The increased efficiency of centralized plants may increase
the availability of cellular agriculture products.

Access
The ability of centralized systems to maximize economies of scale
and select for favorable production locations could allow them to
provide the lowest prices to consumers. However, these benefits
to economic access may be counter-acted in part by the need
for large transportation chains. Transportation would need to
be incorporated into the consumer cost, and poor transportation
networks could further increase the cost to the consumer (Matt
et al., 2015). The combination of economies of scale and
transportation logistics costs will produce the true relative cost of
centrally produced products to consumers (Almena et al., 2019).

Utilization
Aseptic technique is an important example of specialized
technology that would benefit larger cellular agriculture plants.
When cellular agriculture companies boast that they will have
decreased dependence on antibiotics compared to conventional
meat, they are likely planning to do so by having their
plants be kept as aseptic environments (U.S. Department of
Agriculture and Food and Drug Administration, 2018). Aseptic
environments are maintained by strict practices outlined by
the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), and minimize the
amount of microbes in the environment in order to prevent
contamination of the product and infection of the workers
(Food and Drug Administration, 2004). Centralized cellular
agriculture systems could best use aseptic techniques because
they can concentrate investment in the infrastructure required,
from air filtration systems to sterilize-in-place technology, to a
single plant.

Concentrating cellular agriculture production in large plants
may also facilitate government regulation to ensure cultured
product safety and safe waste disposal. The trend of consolidation
of conventional meat production has been attributed partially
to federal laws that require costly inspections that are more
affordable in centralized slaughterhouses compared to smaller
plants due to economies of scale (Massie, 2019). Cell and gene
therapies (CGT) also require quality control tests that require
special technical expertise that may not be available in every
locale, as well as specialized tools, such that centralized quality
control of CGT is less expensive per dose than completely
decentralized QC (Bravery et al., 2013; Harrison et al., 2018).
Regulation of cellular agriculture productsmay similarly be easier
in a centralized supply system.

Finally, it could be difficult for a centralized cellular
agriculture system to fulfill the dietary needs and food
preferences of each region serviced. To serve a number of
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communities with the same plant, it may be necessary for the
system to produce a standardized consumer product. This cannot
address food preferences that rely on regional specialties or
animals that only reside locally, and may in fact replace local
knowledge with a more homogenized global pattern, a process
that has been shown in the past to be extremely harmful to
health and culture (Raschke and Cheema, 2008; Burnett et al.,
2016; Coté, 2016; Weerasekara et al., 2018). It also requires that
food travel a long way to reach the consumer’s mouth, possibly
losing dietary value in the process, as well as lowering consumer
acceptance as consumers show preference for fresh and locally
grown foods (Rickman et al., 2007; Van der Weele and Driessen,
2013).

Because centralized cellular agriculture systems would likely
not serve local specialties, they would not be able to replace the
hunting and marketing of wildlife that may be sources of disease
ormay be facing extinction. These systems are not likely to render
obsolete, for example, the Chinese wildlife markets suspected to
have birthed SARS-CoV-2 (World Health Organization, 2020a).
The biosafety threat imposed by wildlife markets would therefore
not be addressed by a centralized model. Though illegal poaching
of endangered animals is popularly considered to be caused by
elite demand for exotic or rare goods, much illegal hunting is
in fact due to the animal product’s cultural importance to local
communities (Lubilo and Hebinck, 2019). Centralized systems
are unlikely to meet the needs of these communities, so loss
of biodiversity and illegal hunting would likely continue. By
producing a standardized product, these cellular agriculture
systems could not address the serious threats involved in current
wildlife consumption.

Stability
The supply chain on which centralized cellular agriculture
production would rely could introduce multiple vulnerabilities
to the food system. During transport and storage, food can
be subject to contamination, spoilage, and other loss due to
factors such as poor management of temperature and humidity,
poor handling, and prolonged storage. According to the Food
and Agricultural Organization (FAO), more than 9 percent of
all food in North America and Oceania is lost in the steps
between production and consumption (Food and Agricultural
Organization, 2019). Additionally, disruptions to transportation
such as trade restrictions can prevent food from reaching its next
destination, which if prolonged can lead to similar situations to
that discussed in section Introduction, where farmers are forced
to throw away food and depopulate herds, while consumers
see shortages in stores. Long and multiple transportation stages
are both vulnerable to interruption and endanger the food
being transported.

The concentration of cellular agriculture production in a
handful of large plants could increase the blow to the food
system when one plant needs to shut down for any reason.
This could lead to similar crises to those faced by the meat
industry during the COVID-19 pandemic, when shutdowns
of large plants led to a 20% decrease in the amount of beef
processed in the US. In addition to pandemics, other risks
such as contamination scares, local power outages, or natural

disasters could quickly destroy the linchpin of the supply
chain if processing is concentrated to a small number of
large plants.

Centralization has both costs and benefits relative to
alternatives with regards to environmental sustainability. The
long supply chains of centralized systems introduce food waste
and greenhouse gases and other pollution emitted by shipping,
storage, and the cold chain (James and James, 2010). As centrally
produced animal-sourced red meat typically requires 20,400 km
of transport, a life-cycle assessment found that its transport
produces 10.8 g of CO2eq per kCal, greater than any other food
group (Weber andMatthews, 2008). Transportation vehicles also
emit smog, soot, nitrogen oxides, sulfur dioxide, and carbon
monoxide that contribute to poor air quality dangerous to
breathe, and leak fluids that damage water sources and marine
environments. Yet studies have also found that centralized
production may be more energy efficient than local production
for many industries. Economies of scale such as transportation
by larger trucks result in lower emissions per unit than when
transported in smaller vehicles or consumer cars (Wakeland
et al., 2012). The location of production centers can also
be chosen by the location’s natural comparative advantage in
growing food (Schlich and Fleissner, 2005). This may be a
factor for the security of cellular agriculture products. A life
cycle analysis by Tuomisto and Teixeira de Mattos found that
land, water, and energy usage and GHG emissions differed
based on whether production was modeled to take place in
California, Thailand, or Spain (Tuomisto and Teixeira deMattos,
2011). Depending on the efficiency gained and the added cost,
centralized cellular agriculture systems may or may not be more
environmentally friendly than cellular agriculture systems with
more localized production.

Decentralized Systems
Decentralized supply systems have gained popularity in recent
years as alternatives to centralized models. The model can be
defined by smaller production sites geographically dispersed in
different markets and countries, with each site serving as a
centralized hub for a subsection of participants (Baran, 1964).
For cellular agriculture, this would include several different
pathways, from geographically dispersed plants under the same
company, to craft-cellular-agriculture businesses, to community-
owned lab spaces1. Decentralized production would take place
under the supervision of trained staff, and the food sent to home
consumers, local stores, or eaten on-site after safety inspection.
Each site may produce the same standardized good, or have

1Community labs, biomakerspaces, or biohackerspaces are biology and biological

engineering labs that are communal spaces that provide shared instrumentation,

reagents, management, and communal projects without the need for a formal

background in research. Projects tend to be open-access, though entrepreneurs

may use them to incubate start-up ideas. Though a number of professional

researchers are part of these communities, lab members also include high school

students, artists, programmers, and more (Scheifele and Burkett, 2016; Tachibana,

2019). Biomakers, biohackers, DIY biologists, or citizen scientists are individuals

who experiment with biology and biological engineering outside of professional

academia or industry, and may work in their own home labs or in communal

spaces (Scheifele and Burkett, 2016).
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some ability to produce different goods that better address local
demand, as shown in Figure 2 (Matt et al., 2015).

One cellular agriculture company, Future Meat Technologies
(FMT), has already announced its intentions to pursue a
decentralizedmodel. Unlike other cellular agriculture companies,
FMT plans to market its animal cell lines, media, and cell-
culturing equipment to existing meat companies, farmers,
retailers, and restaurants rather than sell under its own
branding alone (Future Meat, 2020). Their decision to pursue
a decentralized model and their supporting technology for this
model have attracted $16.6 million dollars of Series A investment,
as investors see in FMT the promise to bring cultured meat to an
affordable price without a huge amount of new capital to build
a new centralized plant (Future Meat, 2020). FMT has patented
a small-scale perfusion bioreactor designed to recycle media.
The perfusion model requires cheaper media and maximizes
cell concentrations compared to batch or fed-batch bioreactors
that would otherwise be used in small scales of production, and
the small scale abolishes the need for a seed train (Nahmias,
2018). The patented design aims to reduce the inputs, costs,
and complexities of small-scale production, therefore potentially
making the small scale production of a decentralized model
more resilient and affordable than other small-scale production
methods of cellular agriculture.

In another form of decentralized system, the community
biology labs Counter Culture Labs and Biocurious has been
researching the production of cheese proteins since 2014.
Community labs such as these offer shared space, equipment,
funding, and mentorship, and host a variety of public events
and workshops for biology projects. Counter Culture Labs and
Biocurious launched the Real Vegan Cheese project in 2014 as a
community project (Wilbanks, 2017; Real Vegan Cheese, 2018).
After funding from both a crowdfunding campaign and a private
foundation, the project has produced all four cheese proteins and
purified three of them (Real Vegan Cheese, 2018). They plan to
send DNA kits with the genes of cheese production to the backers
of their crowdfunding campaign, and to continue to publish all
information on their process as open-source in the public domain
(Real Vegan Cheese, 2018).

Availability
Decentralized cellular agriculture systems would require
innovation to keep production inputs readily stocked for
each facility in order to ensure the availability of cultured
food. Media recycling, renewable local energy sources, energy-
efficient equipment, immortal cell lines, and local derivation of
antimicrobial agents and other inputs are existing inventions
that could be further developed in order to reach self-sufficiency
in cellular agriculture (Maqsood et al., 2013; Goldthau, 2014;
Nahmias, 2018). Otherwise, even with a short post-production
supply chain, inputs would have to be acquired by an extensive
pre-production supply chain that could endanger the availability
of cellular agriculture products.

Access
Decentralized cellular agriculture production could be more
or less economically accessible than centralized cellular

agriculture production. Decentralization would lower the needed
transportation infrastructure of cellular agriculture. Even with
reduced transportation, however, the lost economies of scale of
smaller plants could raise the price of products, making them
less accessible to lower-income households (Almena et al., 2019).
For conventional meat, the cost of inspection and sanitation
procedures required by law in processing plants has contributed
to pushing smaller firms out of business, contributing to that
industry’s centralization (Taylor, 2008). The reduced ability
to select locations may also increase the cost of decentralized
systems. Whereas, centralized cellular agriculture plants can be
built where there are favorable conditions for production, such
as favorable economic policies, easy access to inputs, and lower
labor costs, decentralized models would optimize for proximity
to the consumer (Veldhuis et al., 2019). Further investigation
is required to model these cost tradeoffs in centralized and
decentralized cellular agriculture production.

The accessibility of decentralized cellular agriculture
production may also differ based on the ownership structure of
the system and the need for specialized workers. Decentralized
systems of many smaller plants owned by a single company
could still invest in specialized equipment up front for more
efficient production. With less capital than large corporations,
local or community cellular agriculture organizations could face
problems gaining and maintaining the necessary equipment and
educated staff to be viable operations (MacDonald and Ollinger,
2000; Lopez et al., 2002; Gervais et al., 2008). This could sacrifice
the affordability of locally owned cellular agriculture facilities
and make themmore vulnerable to closure compared to facilities
owned by larger companies.

Wider governmental policies could improve the economic
access of decentralized cellular agriculture systems compared to
larger centralized facilities. In the U.S., the bipartisan PRIME act
has been proposed to support local farms and meat processing
facilities by relaxing the federal safety regulations that burden
small processing facilities (Massie, 2017). Existing national grants
and partnerships with local organizations such as hospitals and
schools could further fund and support smaller local cellular
agriculture plants (Martinez et al., 2010). NGOs and government
organizations could also provide training in how to grow and
sustain locally owned or communal facilities, and promote
collaboration between small producers (Martinez et al., 2010).
Applied to cellular agriculture, these policies and others could
improve the viability of decentralized models.

Utilization
Decentralization may benefit the utilization of cultured foods.
Producing food in decentralized facilities has been recognized by
many food industries as a way to meet the increasing desire of
consumers for fresher, locally-produced food (Matt et al., 2015).
In addition, some models of decentralized cellular agriculture
companies could be able to fine-tune products to meet the
nutritional and cultural needs of consumers. A hypothetical
example of this could be a cultured heritage beef company that
develops a generalizable bioprocess with flexibility in the cell
type cultured in order to use cells from local heritage breeds or
species. This example produces food that local consumers already
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desire and know how to prepare, with minimal redundancy in
R&D costs (Szejda and Parry, 2020). Research has shown that
consumer concerns about the novelty of cultured products are
eased by the idea that it could be produced locally, as consumers
associate local foods with freshness, health, and connection to the
food they eat (Van der Weele and Driessen, 2013; Nielsen, 2015;
Román et al., 2017). The addition of jobs to the local economy
may further goodwill between plants and their customers. By
locally producing the foods that consumers in each region desire,
decentralized cellular agriculture systems could be more readily
utilized compared to centralized models.

Locally owned decentralized systems could go further than
utilization by promoting food sovereignty. First stated in the 1996
World Food Summit by Via Campesina, food sovereignty may
be defined as “the peoples’... right to define their agricultural
and food policy” (Via Campesina., 2003). Food sovereignty has
been seen as an important concept because it prioritizes the
right of consumers to choose how and what food is produced.
In local or community owned cellular agriculture systems,
production would be more in tune with local demand and
need, as most decisions would be made by local agents. Locally
owned decentralized plants could therefore allow consumers to
feel more connection to their food’s production compared to a
decentralized plant owned by a larger company (Windfuhr and
Jonsén, 2005).

Stability
Decentralization reduces key fragilities of centralized systems.
They use shorter supply chains, so that there are fewer points
where supply could be disrupted and greenhouse gas emissions
from transport are lowered (Almena et al., 2019). By decreasing
the fraction of total demand met by individual plants and
the number of workers at each plant, decentralization may
reduce contamination or disease spread and the impact of
individual plant shutdowns. Locally owned decentralized systems
could also allow communities to become more self-sufficient,
insulating them from external political or economic pressures
that come from reliance on a larger company (Baer-Nawrocka
and Sadowski, 2019).

In the event that a decentralized cellular agriculture facility
had to temporarily close, the impact on global food security
would be small in this model. In order to secure local food
security, however, neighboring facilities will need to be able to
increase production quickly or temporary facilities will need to
be set up depending on access to new equipment or ability to
move equipment from the closed facility. Coordination between
facilities may be easier in a decentralized system owned by
a single company than in systems with many locally owned
facilities. Without a larger governing body, locally owned systems
would require some other force of cooperation between systems.
Therefore, safety plans would need to be developed beforehand to
minimize regional disruption to food access and ensure stability.

Decentralized cellular agriculture production could be
more or less sustainable than centralized cellular agriculture
production for reasons similar to those discussed for economic
access in section Access. Though decentralization could
have energy savings from reduced transportation, the lost

economies of scale of smaller plants could lead to lessened
energy efficiency in production. Almena et al. recently found
that a centralized supply system of baby food produces the
lowest amount of CO2/kg of a food compared to models of
decentralization, sharing economies, on-demand economies,
and home production, as industrial-scale machinery was
more efficient (Almena et al., 2019). The reduced ability to select
locations adds to the complexity of whether decentralized cellular
agriculture production is more sustainable than centralization.
Whereas, centralized cellular agriculture plants can be built
where there are favorable conditions for production, such as
access to sustainable energy, warmer climates, and easy access
to inputs, decentralized models would optimize for proximity
to the consumer (Veldhuis et al., 2019). Combined with the
footprint of transportation and the reduced economies of
scale, it is currently unclear whether decentralized cellular
agriculture supply systems would produce fewer GHG emissions
in total than would centralized systems (Edwards-Jones, 2010;
Avetisyan et al., 2014; Brunori et al., 2016). Further comparative
sustainability assessments of cellular agriculture supply system
models are required.

Distributed Home Systems
Distributed systems can be defined as systems where every
participant can communicate with one another without going
through a centralized point (Baran, 1964). In distributed
cellular agriculture systems, households could produce their own
cultured goods in their home. Individuals may buy their own
equipment and supplies, or may rent all or some combination
of inputs from sharing economies or cellular agriculture libraries
similar to existing Libraries of Things2 for kitchen equipment,
maker tools, and seeds (American Library Association, 2014;
Landgraf, 2015).

Availability
Further innovation would be required in order to make
distributed cellular agriculture an available method of food
production. Similar to the readily available and accessible inputs
of a decentralized systems, individual households would also
need access to such resource in order to be self-sufficient.
Methods and technology would also have to be simplified so
that a home cook understands how to safely produce cultured
products for their family. Though DIY biology has become
the interest of a small but dedicated network of biomakers,
the large majority of cellular agriculture engineering projects
are still undertaken by teams with relevant college degrees and
training (Landrain et al., 2013; Seyfried et al., 2014; Vaage,
2017). A Library of Things model could address some knowledge
gaps by hosting public seminars and swaps of recipes and
cell culture at the library. Open-source databases and forums

2Libraries of Things are libraries that offer for lending items outside the

traditional fare of books and magazines. Offerings span from seeds, to ukeleles,

to microscopes. In seed libraries, seeds and information on how to save seeds from

gardens are provided, and the library asks that users give back to the seed library

some of the seeds saved from their garden the following year (Cornell Cooperative

Extension, 2017). A map by the American Libraries magazine illustrates some of

the items offered by Libraries of Things (Dankowski and Mead, 2017).
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could also facilitate the spread of information and support for
home production. Still, in order for home cellular agriculture
production to be an accessible source of food, the information to
perform cellular agriculture will need to be open-access. Cellular
agriculture’s challenges are requiring the investment of hundreds
of educated scientists and millions of dollars, many of which is
venture capital funding that may make open access difficult. A
future where the technology is refined and available enough to
be used by someone without a scientific background or even
a non-traditional biomaker education will take sustained effort
and investment.

Access
If distributed cellular agriculture systems did become available,
they may allow cultured products to be accessible to a larger
population. Unlike other forms of production, home production
does not require labor or transportation costs, making it
possibly more economically accessible than models with more
economies of scale (Almena et al., 2019). Distributed systems
could also support physical access to cultured products, as they
do not rely on, or only minimally rely on, transportation to
or from centralized hubs. Though these systems will require
a large amount of initial investment in order to become
feasible or available, once established, they could reduce barriers
to access.

Utilization
These systems could have the best ability to provide individuals
with food that meets their preferences and nutritional needs, as
they empower users to produce their own food in their own
space. Households would become the primary decision makers
in what they consume, so that they can customize for both
cultural relevance and health needs. Producing at home, when the
product is wanted, could also guarantee the product’s freshness
(Van der Weele and Driessen, 2013; Nielsen, 2015; Román et al.,
2017). Households would also have an increased connection
to the production of the food they eat compared to the case
of centralized production; this process increases familiarization
with cultured products, which has been shown to increase a novel
food’s acceptance (Tuorila and Hartmann, 2020). All of these
factors could improve the capability of cellular agriculture to
contribute to the utilization of relevant food.

Stability
Distributed cellular agriculture models could benefit from
resilient access due to the lack of a post-production supply
chain. In situations of global emergency such as the COVID-
19 pandemic, food systems that don’t rely on long transport
chains and temporary immigrant labor will be more likely to
resist disruptions that impose travel restrictions. With the means
of production in the hands of the consumer, the importance
of global movement of food is decreased. Consumers could be
able to grow food in distributed cellular agriculture systems
even when it is not possible for them to purchase food because
they are out of work or there are shortages or lockdowns,
currently a major driver of food crises worldwide (Food Security
Information Network, 2020). The absence of a post-production

supply chain could also reduce the environmental impact of
cellular agriculture due to decreased need for transport and
storage, though there would be a trade-off in economy of
scale similar to that mentioned for decentralized systems in
section Stability.

Even with public seminars, open-access information, and
simplified production methods, distributed cellular agriculture
would still pose novel biosafety and biosecurity challenges.
Without access to industrial labs, producers would not be able
to rely on aseptic facilities to keep their culture sterile and could
instead feel pressure to use antibiotics. Widespread and frequent
use of antibiotics, however, would inevitably breed antibiotic-
resistant strains of pathogens (Davies and Davies, 2010). This
could be a risk for producing infectious diseases more resistant to
the drugs we have with which to fight them, and therefore more
expensive and difficult to treat (World Health Organization,
2020b). Other potential risks could result from accidents, such
as chemical spills or equipment malfunctions, that could harm
the household, their broader community, or the environment
(Presidential Commission for the Study of Bioethical Issues,
2010; Gorman, 2011).

The simplification and spread of cellular agriculture
infrastructure could also invite malicious misuse. It has been
cautioned that simplified synthetic biology systems could be
used to produce illicit drugs; as the semisynthetic antimalarial
drug artemisinin has been produced in engineered yeast, it is
not unreasonable to predict that current semisynthetic drugs
like heroin or cocaine may also be possible (Schmidt, 2008).
There is also concern that DIY biomaker systems could facilitate
bioterrorism (Vaage, 2017). If cellular agriculture added the
incentive of food production to the development of simplified
synthetic biology tools, the technology would be made available
to more people more quickly. The increased access of these
tools to communities worldwide could increase the chances of
malicious actors having access to them.

Distributed cellular agriculture would be difficult to regulate,
and therefore would require new measures in order to prevent
biosafety and biosecurity risks. It would be infeasible to have
local governments check every household for the safety of their
cellular agriculture set-up. Instead, cellular agriculture could
be kept safer by regulations on what inputs are distributed to
households and safeguards built-in to those inputs. Discussion
of biomarker ethics have already raised numerous suggestions,
such as embedding kill switches or suicide genes in order to
prevent environmental spread, or making publicly-available cell
lines have minimally-viable genomes in order to ensure the cells
die if they are manipulated or mutate naturally (Presidential
Commission for the Study of Bioethical Issues, 2010; Landrain
et al., 2013). Public forums, such as the “Ask A Biosafety Expert”
portal on DIYbio website, and instruction guides could also
help guide DIY producers to safely perform cellular agriculture
(Schmidt, 2008; DIYbio, 2009, 2017). New regulations will be
needed for the case of DIY cellular agriculture specifically,
where synthetic biology tools are widespread and being used to
produce food.

The largest DIY group devoted to cellular agriculture is
Shojinmeat. Based in Japan, the group develops protocols
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and invents equipment, facilitates ethics discussions with
Kyoto University, and creates public communications to raise
awareness of cellular agriculture (Shojinmeat Project, 2020).
They have forums in both Japanese and English to share
experiments, research, and questions, which could be used in
the future to further develop a support network for DIY home
cooks of cultured meat (Van Der Walt, 2019; Shojinmeat Project,
2020). With hundreds of new participants contributing open-
access information, this DIY cellular agriculture group shows the
model’s potential to reach the public.

CONCLUSIONS

Each model of cellular agriculture will have relative advantages
and disadvantages for food availability, access, utilization,
and stability when applied to cellular agriculture. Though
the centralized model maximizes economies of scale, the
transportation it requires has significant cost in carbon footprint
and money and makes food access vulnerable to plant closures
or disruptions in the supply chain. Decentralized models, where
smaller plants are dispersed throughout the market, would
shorten the supply chain and could allow for more regional
specialization and flexibility but lack the same efficiency of
centralized systems. Distributed systems may provide the best
resilient access in the face of disasters, as well as providing the
shortest supply and decision chains, but they raise unique issues
of availability, sterility and safety.

Cellular agriculture could potentially have the ability to
address food security challenges currently faced by animal
agriculture. Zoonotic diseases may not be nearly as common
with cellular agriculture as they have become with centralized
animal agriculture. Automation and fewer processing stages
would allow cellular agriculture production to continue even
when viral respiratory diseases, like COVID-19, require social
distancing measures. Flexibility in product type and production
status will likely be easier when working with cells that take
days or weeks to grow compared to animals that take months or
years. As an added food production method, cellular agriculture
would increase the supply of animal-sourced products without
expanding animal agriculture.

There are also, however, several challenges in the food security
of cellular agriculture. It remains to be seen whether cellular

agriculture will be able to produce significant supplies of food at a
price accessible to consumers and to what extent consumers will
utilize food produced by this new method. Cellular agriculture
production raises new food safety concerns about potential
adventitious agents, contaminants, and product safety that need
to be addressed before regulatory approval. The bioreactors of
cellular agriculture will have to use clean and resilient energy
sources to minimize cellular agriculture’s carbon footprint and
vulnerability to disruption of electricity. For similar reasons, the
inputs required for cellular agriculture will need to be recyclable
or be resiliently sourced.

Further research can address the open questions surrounding
the sustainability and safety of different models of cellular
agriculture. Though distributed cellular agriculture systems have

gripped public attention, they have been largely ignored in
academic literature. Open-source designs must be developed that
consider the unique challenges of a home environment compared
to a lab, and a life cycle analysis could evaluate their sustainability.
Furthermore, decreasing reliance on centralized hubs will require
experimentation on immortalizing cell lines, recycling media
and scaffolding, and use of locally sourced ingredients as
inputs should be given precedence. Non-centralized systems may
provide a resilient alternative to traditional meat production,
but will require further consideration and preparation in order
to be available. For cellular agriculture to best promote food
security, we invite further research in how its systems can be
constructed to provide consumers sustainable access to sufficient,
safe, and nutritious food that meets their dietary needs and
food preferences.
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